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 ar file. You will be prompted to download the latest file which is the uRight-Multy™ v.5.1[^1]. Now uRight-Multy™ is
installed and ready to use. ![In the IFE, the button "install" appears.[]{data-label="install"}](figure.png){width="\textwidth"}
User Interface ============== In this section, we provide details about the interface of uRight-Multy™. A screenshot is
given in Figure \[Screenshot\]. The corresponding code is included in the **README** file. If a file is needed by uRight-

Multy™, a button with a gear will be displayed in the right upper corner of the user interface. By clicking on this button, a new
window will be displayed with a directory path, where the file is located. If the file is not found in that directory, a button will
appear. This button leads to a message: - If the “look for specific files” is checked, the IFE will look for a specific file, in the

same way as a web browser. - If the “unpacked files in the directory” is checked, a list of subdirectories will be displayed. From
the directory uRight-Multy™ was installed, the subdirectory uRight-Multy™/content/ “unpacked files” contains all the files

needed to run uRight-Multy™. - If the “attempt to move to the directory” is checked, a Windows explorer will appear in a new
window, where the directory with all necessary files is displayed. The file or folder (depending on the type of file) with the

name “uRight-Multy” is moved into this directory.
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